Hemifacial spasm is the result of unilateral hyperactive dysfunction of facial nerve resulting in intermittent spasm of facial muscles, which begins from orbicularis oculi and progressively spreads downward to involve other muscles.\[[@ref1]\] Hemifacial spasm can be idiopathic, secondary to facial nerve root compression (vascular or by tumor) or secondary to brainstem lesions (multiple sclerosis, trauma, or stroke). Idiopathic cases are seen in 5th to 6th decades, while onset in younger age is usually associated with underlying disease.\[[@ref2]\] Vascular compression at the nerve exit zone is the most common cause of hemifacial spasm as evident by excellent results of microvascular decompression in many patients\[[@ref1][@ref3]\] and can now be demonstrated preoperatively due to availability of advanced magnetic resonance (MR) techniques like MR angiography and constructive interference in steady state (CISS) sequence.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\]

In approximately 0.3% to 0.6% cases, hemifacial spasm is due to the mass lesion in the cerebellopontine (CP) angle cistern,\[[@ref6]\] like epidermoid, meningioma, arachnoid cyst,andschwannoma.\[[@ref3]\] Epidermoid is the third most common CP angle mass after schwannonaand meningioma. It is a slow growing tumor containing cholesterol and keratin which tends to encase rather than displacing the adjacent structures.\[[@ref7]\] Epidermoid is a rare cause of hemifacial spasm with only isolated case reports. The case reported in this issue\[[@ref8]\] should alert the clinicians to look for underlying organic cause in cases of hemifacial spasm, especially those presenting at a younger age group. MR imaging provides excellent imaging of various organic causes as well as for demonstration of vascular compression of the nerve exit zone.

Various theories have been proposed for the pathogenesis of hemifacial spasm. It has been proposed that in cases with vascular compression, vascular loop compressing the facial nerve leads to focal demyelination with formation of false synapses and resultant hyperactivity of the facial nerve.\[[@ref3]\] Pathogenesis in those with associated CP angle mass isless clear. In many cases, there is associated vascular loop causing compression of facial nerve, while in some cases, the compressive effect may be due to tumor itself.\[[@ref3][@ref6]\] It has also been suggested that epidermoid may also cause direct irritation of facial nerve due its contents namely keratin and cholesterol.\[[@ref3]\]

In conclusion, hemifacial spasm can rarely be caused by CP angle masses like epidermoid. Clinicians should be well aware of usefulness of MR imaging in this condition. Underlying cause must be looked for, especially if the presentation is in younger age group, as surgical treatment gives excellent results.
